
Lommy® Personal 

Unique tracing 
of individuals and 
valuables

PERSONAL SAFETY PERSONAL SECURITY PERSONAL CARE

The Lommy Personal is extremely 
easy to operate and can be 
programmed for your individual 
needs.

Lommy Personal is the tracking 
and emergency device, which 
guarantees you protection at 
all times.

With Lommy Personal you will 
never get lost, you can feel safe 
and you can protect the people 
around you. 

The Lommy will record any 
events happening.

The internal battery is large and 
will ensure an extremely long 
operating time between charges. 

Its highly sensitive GPS receiver 
allows it to operate even in the 
most diffi cult conditions.
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Simple, flexible setup
The Lommy Personal can be 
programmed to:
-  Which number it is to call in 

emergency
-  How often and when to transmit 

location data
-  Record all events and positions

Ease of operation
The Lommy Personal only has the 
indicators and buttons nessesary 
for use. 
Additional buttons can be added 
if nessesary for your application.
This eliminates the chance of 
wrong alarms.

Reliable and sensitive
Extreemly good reception is one 
of the major advantages of the  
Lommy Personal.
Its antennas are adjusted and 
optimised for maximum sensitivity. 
It works even under the most 
difficult conditions.

Extended functionality
Some of the more advanced 
models of Lommy Personal, has 
-  2-way radio link i.e. for using 

safe tags
-  DTMF transceiver, for coding 

and encoding
-  3-way G-sensor, which can 

be used as movement detector, 
tilt alarm, assault alarm etc.

Status 
indicators

High 
capacity 

rechargeable 
batteryHighly 

sensitive 
GPS receiver

Programmable 
button, phone calls, 
alarm etc.

Technical specifications:

Water resistant.

Rechargable battery, 2000 mAh Li-Ion. Standby time up to 250 hours.

Weight: 99g.

Size:  (h,w,d): 74 x 61 x 23 mm.  

GPS:  16 channel Antaris4, sensitivity -158 dBm / -188 dBW
 Start up time: Hot start <3,5 sek. Cold start 34 sec.

GSM:  900/1800/1900 Mhz or 850/1800/1900 Mhz
 GPRS Class 10.

Data com- Via Fleetman (HTTP GET), TCP/UDP socket
munication:  (FlexCI protocol), SMS.

Internal  Recording of up to 10.000 positions.
memory:  Voice alert messages.

Options   3-axis G-sensor (Movement sensor)
package: 2 way radio link (434 or 838 MHz)
 DTMF encoder/decoder.

Special  Additional programmable buttons (only on request)
options:    2800 mAh internal battery.

Accessories:  230V USB charger, 12-24 V car charger,
 Leather bag, water proof bag etc.

Mains charger Leather bag Car charger Water proof bag

The Lommy® is very 
small and weights only 99g

The Lommy® 
can be delivered 
in different colours


